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B. Arch.

Theory Examination (Semester-II) 2015-16

ARTS & GRAPHICS-II

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 100

Note : • Write your answers on the both side of the drawing
sheet

• Preference will be given to neatness of the work

Section-A

Q.1. Attempt all question from this section. (2×10=20)

(a) Leonardo was artist of high renaissance.
TRUE/FALSE

(b) 'Birth of Adam' is in Sistine chapel.
TRUE/FALSE
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(c) The artist who painted a large no. of Self Portraits
 .......................

(d) Sculpture 'The Kiss' in marvel is created by
.......................

(e) Quality of a surface is known as ......................

(f) 'Baroque' was the most popular movement for
decorative style in western Art. TRUE/FALSE

(g) RODIN was artist of 'REALISM' TRUE/FALSE

(h) The rainbow have six colours. TRUE/FALSE

(i) What is ZOOM lens?

(j) SLR is short form of ..............................

Section-B

Q.2. Attempt any five of the following. (10×5=50)

(a) Discuss in brief about style and works of 'SALVADOR
DALI'.
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(b) What was the movement 'IMPRESSIONISM' in west-
ern Art.

(c) What is 'PROPORTION', give examples with illustra-
tion.

(d) Discuss the works and style of 'VAN GAUGH'.

(e) Discuss in brief about development of 'CUBISM' and
works of Picasso.

(f) Write a short note on the painting 'THE LAST SUP-
PER' by Leonardo da vinci.

(g) Discuss in brief about Leonardo's 'MONALISA'.

(h) What are the Elements of Design ?

Section-C

Attempt any two of the following. (15×2=30)

3. Draw an interior perspective view of Restaurant and
render your drawing with suitable colours.
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4. Draw an exterior perspective view of a shopping mall
and render it with suitable colours.

5. Draw a perspective view of children's park showing
different types of recreational zone and render it with
suitable colours.
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